MyChart

What is MyChart?

- A worldwide health portal created by Epic (epic.com)
- Web-based, iOS, and Android app options
- Each health system’s version may look a bit different
- Search “Epic MyChart” to find Epic’s YouTube channel with how-to videos for using MyChart on a computer and a mobile device.

Why Use MyChart?

- Keep all your health data in one place
- See trends in your health over time
- Link records across providers
- Information about conditions & tests
- Get test results fast
- Refill prescriptions
- Review post-visit summary
- Communicate with your doctors
- Complete forms prior to visit
- Schedule virtual visits

Privacy and Security

- Choose a passcode option
- Select 2-step verification process
- Linked apps can share data with MyChart
- HIPAA

Payment and Insurance

- Update your insurance information
- Review your billing statements
- Message the billing department